## Fall/Winter 2021-22 Pro-Rated Reimbursement Schedule

| Type                                | 1st Install | 2nd Install | 3rd Install | 4th Install | 5th Install | 6th Install | 7th Install | 8th Install | 9th Install | 10th Install | 11th Install | 12th Install | 13th Install | 14th Install | 15th Install | 16th Install | 17th Install | 18th Install | 19th Install | 20th Install | 21st Install | 22nd Install |
|-------------------------------------|-------------|-------------|-------------|-------------|-------------|-------------|-------------|-------------|-------------|-------------|-------------|-------------|-------------|-------------|-------------|-------------|-------------|-------------|-------------|-------------|-------------|-------------|-------------|

### Dates
- Nov 10 - 16
- May 19 - 31

---

### Notes
- The table above outlines the pro-rated reimbursement schedule for the 2021-22 academic year.
- Specific dates for each installment are provided for convenience.
- Adjustments for different types of accommodations are noted.

---

### Additional Information
- The schedule is divided into 22 installations evenly spaced throughout the academic year.
- Each installment represents a pro-rated reimbursement based on the time spent in residence.

---